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Foreword for 
version 2.1
The first criteria for classification of interventions was compiled in connection with the 
development of Ungsinn in 2009. The criteria were gradually further developed and revised and 
the new system  (v2.0) was published in 2016. This version (v2.1) does not represent conside-
rable changes in the way in which interventions are assessed, however, some minor changes and 
adjustments have been made. One of the most important changes is that a level 0 (ineffective 
intervention) has been added to the five levels of evidence launched in v2.0. Another change 
is the inclusion of an appendix by statistician Bjørn-Helge Handegård on the calculation of 
effect sizes in multi- level analyses. Additionally, several ambiguities have been clarified in the 
description of levels of evidence and various typos have been corrected.  

1
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1. About Ungsinn
1.1 What is Ungsinn
Ungsinn (Youngmind) is an electronic scientific journal about mental health interventions for 
children and youth. The journal contains systematic reviews of individual interventions. There is 
both practical information on the interventions and systematic reviews of how well documented 
the effects of the interventions are. Ungsinn is run by the Regional Centre for Child and Youth 
Mental Health, North (RKBU Nord) at UiT, the Arctic University of Norway, on request by the 
Norwegian Directorate of Health. 

«Interventions» refers to methods, treatments and programs that are meant to promote good 
mental health and/or prevent or treat mental health problems and disorders. This may include, 
for example, parent training programs designed to promote positive interaction between parents 
and children, treatment or prevention of behavioral issues among children and youth, programs 
to create a positive school atmosphere and reduce bullying or courses that teach youth how to 
cope with and reduce depression. The interventions may be offered by schools, kindergartens, 
child welfare services, specialized health services, health clinics, pedagogical services or the 
Family’s House. 

The research question for all of the articles in Ungsinn is as follows: Is intervention X effective 
when it is offered in general practice in Norway? This question is answered based on systematic 
collection and review of documentation. The conclusion is summarized in an assessment and 
classification, whereby the intervention is classified according to one of six levels of evidence.  

The levels of evidence range from the simplest to the most comprehensive with best evidence: 

The articles in Ungsinn are distinguished from several other systematic reviews in which the 
main objective is to judge the evidence of the effect of the intervention regardless of where the 
studies are performed. By national mandate, the purpose of Unginn is to systematically review 
the effects of interventions specifically used in Norway. Therefore, only interventions that are 
available in Norway are included in Ungsinn. Emphasis is placed on the fact that interventions 
used in the studies are the same as those used in Norwegian practice, and the classifications are 
primarily built on Nordic studies. Thus, the journal Ungsinn must be considered as comple-
mentary to other authorities’ systematic reviews that are based on studies outside of the Nordic 
countries or that address other issues besides evaluation of the effects of individual interventions.  

Level 0: Ineffective intervention

Level 1: Well-described intervention
Level 2: Theoretically-based intervention
Level 3: Intervention with some documented effect
Level 4: Intervention with satisfactory documented effect
Level 5: Intervention with strong documented effect

What can the articles in Ungsinn be used for?
Information from Ungsinn can provide the basis for important decisions on which inter-
ventions should be implemented by service providers. The service providers themselves, and 
other decision-makers, can use information from the reviews to develop programs that build 
on the best available knowledge. For example, it may be used as a part of strategic plans that are 
developed by local politicians (e.g., All schools in our municipality will work systematically for a 
positive school environment with the help of documented effective school programs). It may also 
be applied to service provider decisions that are based on problem analysis (e.g., We meet many 
youth with depression. Which intervention/s can we employ in our service to best help these youth?). 
The information can further be used for professional recommendations to service providers (e.g., 
Parents of children with behavioral issues, aged 3 to 11, should be offered evidence- based parent 
training programs). Moreover, the information can be applied in decisions by national autho-
rities on which interventions should be offered to children, youth and families through political 
means such as: guidelines, financing of dissemination, economic incentives for implementing 
specific interventions, etc. The overview of articles provided by Ungsinn may also be the basis for 
decisions on areas or interventions that should be further researched.

Target group
The journal Ungsinn is directed, first and foremost, at professionals and decision-makers in the 
service apparatus, but also towards researchers, authorities and other actors who have a role in 
making decisions on which interventions should be used, evaluated and disseminated in Norway.  

1.2 Objectives of the journal Ungsinn

The primary purpose of publishing this type of systematic review on individual interventions is 
to contribute to improving quality in mental health work with children and youth in Norway. 
The objective is three-fold:
 
• To develop knowledge on the quality and effect of different interventions available.   
 We know from a whole range of studies that the quality and effects of many interventions 

employed in practice is uncertain. At the same time, there are interventions with good 
documentation from research that nonetheless are not adopted in practice. Most professionals 
have limited time to orient themselves on leading research literature and need access to a 
relevant summary of research results in order to include research-based knowledge into their 
practice. Evaluation of the quality and effects connected to an intervention will provide  
professionals, researchers and decision-makers information on whether the intervention 
works as intended and is suitable for use in practice.

• To stimulate further research on the effects of interventions. 
 The service providers for children and youth in Norway would like to offer methods that they 

1.  To develop knowledge on the quality and effect of different interventions available
2.  To stimulate further research on the effects of interventions
3.  To contribute to an overview of areas that lack documented  effective interventions
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have reason to assume work as intended. More studies on the effects of various interventions 
will make this easier, and the criteria for classification is therefore designed to inspire further 
research into the effects of interventions.  Many of the interventions are under development, 
for which there is associated ongoing or planned research. The requirements of the different 
levels of evidence thus build on each other such that new and better documentation may lead 
to the intervention reaching a higher classification.

• To contribute to an overview of areas that lack documented effective interventions.
 The journal Ungsinn provides an overview of the areas where there are well-documented 

interventions available in Norway and areas where there are knowledge gaps. On a superior 
level, the review provides the basis for recommendations on development of new evidence in 
areas where it does not currently exist.

In Ungsinn the basis for knowledge about interventions is reviewed, but the articles cannot be 
considered as recommendations in themselves. Recommendations require that multiple aspects 
aside from the effect of the intervention be assessed and that several interventions/methods be 
compared. The information in Ungsinn may alternatively be useful as an important part of the 
total knowledge foundation for recommendations to service providers or authorities. This may 
pertain to recommendations on interventions for which contributing authorities should finance 
dissemination, which interventions a particular service should implement or which areas should 
be further researched.   

1.3 Revised criteria for classification 
The systematic reviews in Ungsinn are compiled in a permanent format and the classifi cations 
are determined according to the criteria described in this document. The purpose of the 
criteria is for all interventions to be evaluated on the same basis and the classifications should 
be as predictable as possible. However, there is always a certain degree of judicial assessment 
involved when the criteria are applied and methodological sources of error are considered. In 
the description of the criteria, the basic thinking behind the criteria, classification requirements, 
assessment methods and procedures for compilation of the reviews are presented.  

This document is a revision of the first criteria for classification of interventions that was worked 
out in connection with the development of Ungsinn (Mørch, Neumer, Holth & Eng, 2009). The 
revision has been written up by the project’s scientific committee.  The committee members include 
professor Willy-Tore Mørch, professor Monica Martinussen (RKBU Nord), senior researcher 
Simon-Peter Neumer (RBUP Øst and Sør), associate professor Joshua Patras (RKBU Nord), 
professor Charlotte Reedtz (RKBU Nord) and lecturer Helene Eng (RKBU Nord). The criteria are 
based on international recommendations (see paragraph 2.1) on evidence-based practice, other 
similar international classification systems, recommendations by the professional field in Norway 
and experience from the first years of Ungsinn as a online knowledge database.   

The most important changes in this revision are the following: 
• The classification is clearer in that the interventions are only classified on the levels of evidence, 

rather than both the levels of evidence and the degree of documentation, as done previously. 
• Emphasis on the quality of research methods and effect sizes is specified. 
• Nordic studies are primarily used as the basis, rather than just Norwegian studies. 
• Good implementation quality is an absolute requirement at the highest level of evidence. 

2
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2.1 Evidence-based practice
There is relatively strong agreement among practitioners, researchers and politicians alike that 
mental health interventions for children and youth must have the best possible documented 
effect. In the report, “Bedre føre var…” , on health-promoting and preventive interventions and 
recommendations (Major, Dalgard, Mathisen, Nord, Ose, Rognerud, & Aarø, 2011), it states, “…
it should be required that the intervention be tested beforehand and that there be documentation 
that it works as intended ”. The authors of the report believe interventions must be research- 
based; i.e., based on knowledge that is collected through research. The Norwegian Institute 
of Public Health points to this as a reasonable and necessary requirement for mental health- 
promoting and illness-preventive interventions for children and youth.   

The most common understanding of evidence based practice is that the knowledge from 
research is integrated with the practitioners’ experience-based knowledge and the needs and 
wishes of the users (Sackett, Rosenberg, Gray, Haynes & Richardson, 1996). This is an under-
standing that comes from medicine («evidence-based medicine»), originally used in relation 
to decisions and treatment choices for individual patients. This way of understanding evidence 
based practice may also be used for other decisions that are significant in choosing which 
measures/interventions are available to users of the services. 

In Norwegian, the terms, knowledge-based practice and evidence-based practice, are often used 
interchangeably. At Ungsinn it is assumed that both terms originated from the English term,  
evidence-based practice, and that they thereby have the same meaning. The research-based 
knowledge in evidence-based practice should be the best available documentation (best available 
reseach evidence) in relation to the clinical question that is posed. When the clinical question 
has to do with an intervention’s effect, the research-based knowledge on the effects of the 
intervention provides the foundation. It is also important to distinguish between the terms, 
evidence- based interventions (empirically-supported interventions) and evidence-based practice. 
Evidence- based interventions are interventions with good documented effect. Evidence-based 
practice occurs when the research-based knowledge on the effects of the different interventions 
is integrated with the practitioner’s s experience-based knowledge and the needs and wishes of 
the users (Sackett m. fl, 1996; American Psycological Association, 2005). 

Ungsinn provides a source of information on interventions and the evidence of interventions. 
This gives practitioners and decision-makers access to research-based knowledge that may 
benefit their work of developing a knowledge-based practice. The quality of evidence is spread 
across five levels. The two lowest levels represent the basic work that needs to be done to provide 
documentation of the effect of the intervention, and the three highest represent varied quality of 
documentation based on empirical research. 

2.2 Understanding of evidence
Different standards for evidence of interventions
There are different organizations that have formulated criteria for what may be considered 
evidence in research and practice. One such organization is the Society for Prevention Research 
(SPR). Described in their standards for evidence (Flay et al., 2005) are: criteria for effective inter-
ventions studied under well-controlled conditions (efficacy), effective interventions documented 
in ordinary preventive/clinical practice (effectiveness) and interventions suitable for general 
dissemination (dissemination). 

According to this standard, an effective intervention (efficacy) must have been tested in at least 
two comprehensive studies, in which a clear argument about the effect of the intervention is 
investigated for a well-defined target group.  The intervention must be described in a way that 
makes it possible for others to replicate the findings in new studies. Valid and reliable psycho-
metric instruments and good data collection methods must have been used. The design must 
lay the foundation for clear causal claims and generalizations of the findings, something that has 
consequences for selection of comparative groups and distribution to groups (e.g., randomized 
or matched). Concrete descriptions of the sample selection must be presented. Data should be 
analyzed using suitable satisticial methods. The results from such studies should show consistent 
positive effects and there should be positive results from at least one long-term follow-up study 
(> six months). It is recommended (Weisz & Kazdin, 2017) to test interventions under optimal 
conditions first, with a design that ensures high internal validity, such as is done in well-con-
trolled studies, before testing whether the effect may also be documented in regular practice 
(effectiveness studies) with new studies and under more realistic conditions.  

According to SPR, evidence from effectiveness studies (effectiveness) should meet all the 
standards of well-controlled effect studies (efficacy); however, a clear description of the inter-
vention (manuals, training and materials) must also be presented, allowing for a third party 
to adopt and implement the method. The intervention must have been assessed under natural 
conditions in the target group it is directed at, and the intervention should have a clear theory 
that explains the  mechanisms of the intervention (which mechanism is presumed to lead to the 
effect). Evaluations must have made the significance of the results probable in real life (practical 
significance) and clearly demonstrated to which group/s the results may be generalized. 

A method that is ready for broad dissemination  must meet all standards for interventions 
documented through well-controlled (efficacy studies and interventions documented in 
effective  ness studies, but must also show that the method/intervention is suitable for large-  scale 
dissemination. The intervention must have clear plans for training and sustainability of the inter-
vention practioners’ skills, as well as clear information on the costs tied to implementation.  
The intervention must also have evaluation tools that allow for organizations to measure effects 
of the intervention and assess the implementation process. 

Other organizations’ view on evidence
SPR sets high standards for a preventive intervention to claim that it is evidence-based or 
has empirical support. Many other organizations have also established their own criteria for 
evidence. Among others, the American organization, Substance Abuse and Mental Health 
Services Administration (SAMHSA), has systems for assessing the quality of research. Blueprint 
is another database that is run by the American Department of Justice. It contains presentations 

2. The scientific basis    
 for the journal Ungsinn
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of effective crime-preventive interventions. In the Netherlands there is the Database of Effective 
Youth Interventions.  It includes interventions available in the Netherlands that are directed at the 
health, care and welfare of children and youth. California Evidence-Based Clearinghouse for Child 
Welfare (CEBC) presents and classifies programs and documentation tools that may be used in 
child welfare. Each of these databases has its own criteria for evaluating and classifying evidence.

In 2005, the American Psychological Association (APA) formulated the APA Policy Statement 
(American Psycological Association, 2005), in which they listed the factors they deemed would 
ensure an effective psychological practice («evidence-based psychological practice», often 
shortened to EBPP). The APA largely followed SPR’s evidence standards for what they described 
as a practice that was supported by the Best Research Evidence. They also pointed to clinical 
expertise as a requirement for effective practice, in addition to the specific clinical skills that 
such expertise constituted. The Norwegian Psychological Association has adopted a principle 
statement on evidence-based psychological practice that adheres to that of the APAP (Norwegian 
Psychological Association, 2007).   

Grading of evidence
Although the various organizations have some differing criteria, all of the systems acknowledge 
that evidence does not have an absolute size but is something that exists to one degree or another. 
The consequence of this is that evidence is graded. The various systems have quite similar 
standards for what is considered strong evidence, but differ somewhat on what may be assessed 
as some or weaker evidence.  Even though SPR’s standards for evidence involve a form of grading, 
all of the levels have strict requirements for quality of documentation. Along the same lines, the 
databases, Blueprint (“Blueprints for Healthy”, n.d.) and CEBC (“California Evidence-Based”, n.d.) 
all have grading systems. In order to conclude a positive evaluation of evidence in these databases, 
there is nonetheless a requirement that positive results from high-quality studies exist. At the very 
least, the studies must have a quasi-experimental research design.  

Many national and international organizations (e.g., World Health Organization and the 
Norwegian Research Centre for Health Services) have agreed on a joint approach to grading 
of evidence through the system, GRADE (Grading of Recommendations, Assessments, 
Development and Evaluation) (Guyatt, Oxman, Vist, Kunz, Falck-Ytter, Alonso-Coello & 
Schünemann, 2008; WHO Guidelines, 2012). The quality of the documentation is graded 
on four levels: high qualtiy, medium quality, low quality and very low quality. The system is 
applied throughout the entire medical and health field and is continually evaluated and further 
developed. GRADE is based on the assumption that RCTs (Randomized Controlled Trials) are 
the best research design for uncovering causality between intervention and effect.  In addition, 
other factors that may weaken or strengthen the reliability of the results are assessed; for 
example, procedures for randomization, blinding (no knowledge of research conditions) and 
consistency between different studies. Generally speaking, GRADE sets high requirements on 
methodological quality. The requirements and sources of error evaluated in GRADE are parti-
cularly pertinent in testing of medications or medical treatment and are somewhat less applicable 
to studies that examine the effects of psychosocial interventions. 

The Dutch research database, Database of Effective Youth Interventions, has less strict criteria 
than what is used in GRADE, for example, at the lowest levels of evidence. Therefore, more of the 
interventions that are offered in regular practice are included. Their thinking is that more than 
the interventions that are evaluated as having the best methods can also work, and that simpler 

studies still provide more information than no research at all. They have three levels for evidence: 
theoretically-based, possibly effective and established effective, based on the system developed 
by Veerman and van Yperen (2007). If new studies are performed on an intervention, it may 
be reevaluated and achieve a higher classification. The same thinking lies at the foundation for 
Ungsinn’s criteria (see chapter 5). In Table 1, the different systems for classification of evidence 
are presented.  
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Table 1. Different systems for evaluation of evidence

SYSTEM TYPE CONTENT SCALES

GRADE – Grading of
Recommendations Assessment, 
Development and Evaluation, 
Cochran Collaboration

Method for systematic reviews Systematic review of research literature  
for a specific issue

Systematic review, abstract and analysis  
of results from relevant studies

Evaluates the quality of evidence and the size  
of the effects for different outcomes of the  
method/program. 

Quality of evidence on a scale of:
4 - High
3 - Moderate
2 - Low
1 - Very low

Society for Prevention Research, 
Standards of Evidence (SPR)

Standards of evidence Describes standards for interventions studied 
under well-controlled conditions («efficacy»), 
interventions documented effective in ordinary 
preventive/clinical practice («effectiveness»), 
and interventions that are ready for general 
dissemination («dissemination»).

Three sets of criteria:
Criteria for efficacy
Criteria for effectiveness
Criteria for dissemination 

Database of Effective Youth 
Interventions – Netherlands 
Youth Institute

Database Presentation of interventions available in  
the Netherlands through comprehensive 
descriptions of the intervention’s objective, 
target group, materials, method, implemen-
tation plan, quality assurance systems, etc. 

Assessment and classification based on  
theoretical basis, effects and feasibility.

Each intervention is classified on one of 
three levels: 
• Proven effective
• Probably effective
• Theoretically grounded

Blueprints Database Comprehensive presentation of interventions 
with descriptions of intervention, objective, 
target group, implementation, method,  
theoretical basis, training, costs, financing 
possibilities and results from efficacy  
evaluations.

Programs that meet the inclusion criteria in 
the database are categorized in one of two 
levels:
• Model programs (best)
• Promising programs

California Evidence-Based 
Clearinghouse for Child Welfare (CEBC)

Database Information on interventions, programs and 
documentation tools for use in child welfare. 

Assessment and classification of evidence and 
relevance

Levels of evidence
1. Well supported by evidence
2. Supported by evidence
3. Promising
4. Evidence of no or negative effect
5. Worrisome practice
NR. Not ratable

Relevance to child welfare: high, medium  
or low.

Documentation tools are classified according 
to their own criteria
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2.3 Systematic reviews 
In systematic reviews, the research-based knowledge is systematically collected and summarized. 
Cochrane Collaboration is a large international organization for review of evidence. They define 
systematic reviews as an attempt to summarize all empirical evidence in order to answer a 
specific research question with the help of explicit systematic methods (Higgins & Green, 2011). 
In line with this definition, systematic reviews are characterized in that they: 
1) have clear objective formulations with pre-defined criteria for the selection of studies; 
2) use an explicit and replicable method;
3) build on systematic searches for research literature with the intention of identifying  
 all studies that meet the inclusion criteria; 
4) contain an assessment of the validity of the findings in the included studies; and
5) contain systematic summary of the results from the included studies. 

Systematic reviews may be used to assess the knowledge/research basis for a specific intervention 
(e.g., trauma-focused coginitive behavior therapy), but may also be used for other issues, such as 
the effect of a type of intervention (e.g., parent training interventions) or the effect of an organi-
zational model (e.g., establishment of the psychologists in the municipals ). Systematic reviews 
are naturally dependent on the excistence of primary studies in the area of interest.  

Systematic reviews in international journals often have issues connected to the effect of a type of 
intervention; for example, the parent training intervention provided to children with behavioral 
disorders. A wider scope in the review means that many different interventions may be included 
but also that the number of studies may be high. The reviews often provide answers to broader 
questions, such as whether parent training generally seems to be an effective strategy for 
reducing behavioral disorders, and can provide answers on whether individual components of 
the interventions are related to the effects. On the contrary, this type of information does not 
provide answers on whether individual parent training interventions are effective and others not, 
such as the Ungsinn reviews do. 
 
Systematic reviews on types of interventions based on international studies can provide good 
and beneficial information, particularly in the cases where there is no Nordic efficacy research. 
For some decisions on whether service providers should implement a concrete intervention or if 
a practitioner would like to offer a concrete intervention, a summary of the research/knowledge 
basis for the actual intervention is relevant.  The formats of various systematic reviews and 
gradings of evidence all have their strengths and weaknesses and, viewed in context, they 
complement each other. 

2.4 Efficacy evaluation of interventions
As previously described, studies conducted with experimental design (RCT) are best suited to 
finding out whether an intervention has the intended effect. One or more groups receive an 
intervention and one or more control groups receive either another intervention or none at all. 
With a random distribution of persons between the groups, it is assured that the groups are equal 
to begin with and that possible differences in results between the groups may be attributed to the 
intervention. However, it is not always possible or beneficial to undertake an actual experiment. 
In such case, the researcher may employ various quasi-experimental designs (Shadish, Cook & 
Campbell, 2002).  The study may include a control group (without randomization), or it may be 

conducted without a comparison group (e.g., a pre-test, post-test design). The further away one 
moves from «the true experiment», the weaker the internal validity becomes; i.e. how certain we 
can be that the intevention is what has produced the effect. 

2.5 Other types of evaluations
There are various issues connected to assessment of an intervention. Different issues require the 
use of different research designs. All of the relevant questions cannot be answered through one 
individual study. Whether or not the intervention leads to the intended effect is a question one 
would often like answered. Another could be how the users perceive the intervention and whether 
they feel it helps. Studies on this type of issue are characterized as user satisfaction studies and 
can be illuminated with the help of both qualitative and quantitative studies, such as interviews 
and questionnaires. Having satisfied users provides certain value in itself, and it also increases the 
chances that the intervention is being used as intended. A high degree of user satisfaction, however, 
cannot be used as documentation that the intervention is effective. On the contrary, several studies 
show little or no correlation between user satisfaction and effects of an intervention. This means 
that treatment recipients have scored high on satisfaction even though the intervention has not 
shown effect in relation to symptoms and functioning  (Garland, Aarons, Hawley, & Hough, 2003; 
Solberg, Larsson, & Jozefiak, 2015; Turchik, Karpenko, Ogles, Demireva, & Probst, 2010). 

Studies in which aspects of the implementation of an intervention are examined are called 
implementation studies. Such a study may pertain to whether the intervention has a better 
effect in an organization, for example, where it is well implemented and grounded, as opposed 
to other places where this is not the case. It may involve investigations of whether the inter-
vention providers are delivering the intervention as intended, whether or not the intervention 
recipients actively participate, or whether the practitioners are satisfied with the intervention and 
its use in the practice. In these types of studies, a range of designs may be applied (experimental, 
quasi-experimental and cross-sectional), depending on the specific issue addressed.   

Furthermore, cost-benefit studies provide answers on whether an intervention is profitable. 
Interventions that are shown to have good effect and are liked by both professionals and users, 
can nonetheless prove to be unprofitable because the costs are too great in relation to the 
economic profit achieved by employing the intervention. In cost-benefit studies, calculations are 
made based on the estimated costs of offering the intervention, the prevalence of the problem 
and the costs of not using the intervention. One issue of such studies is whether the societal costs 
of not offering a certain intervention outweigh the costs of delivering it. Examples of societal 
costs as a consequence of poor mental health include school dropout, weaker ties to working life, 
increased morbidity rates and social security payouts or increased criminality.

2.6 What is good effect?
In an empirical investigation of the effect of an intervention, two things are assessed in relation to 
the actual results. One is whether the results are statistically significant; i.e., whether or not we can 
trust that the findings are real and the results are not coincidental. The other is how substantial the 
effects are. These two things are connected and it may be said, though not entirely precisely, that 
significance is a result of the size of the effect and the number of persons in the study. This means 
that substantial effects can be significant even if the sample selection is small and, accordingly, 
even small and trivial effects can be significant if the sample selection is substantial.  
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When assessing the results of an effect study, it is not the researcher’s conclusions and interpreta-
tions of his/her own data but the numbers themselves that should be evaluated. To make it easier 
to compare findings from several studies in which different measurement instruments have been 
used, it is preferable if the results are expressed using the same metric or scale. For example, 
it is not so easy to compare two temperatures when they are listed in Celsius and Fahrenheit. 
Here, there are several possibilities depending on which results are presented in the study. 
Two common ways to provide effect sizes are through correlations (r) or standardized mean 
differences (d eller g). Both indices designate how great the discovered effect is and, thus, what 
benefit may be achieved with an intervention, or how possible it is to predict a variable based on 
knowledge of the other variable. 

In some studies, the result is presented as the number of healthy participants in relation to the 
number of sick, or the number who have a diagnosis compared to those who do not have one. 
This result is combined with information on whether the persons have received an intervention 
or not. The results may be presented in the form of a 2x2 table and the effect of the treatment or 
intervention in question is indicated as an odds ratio (OR). Another possibility is to present the 
result in the form of percentages that are compared between groups; i.e. the precentage of the 
treatment group that gets well compared to that of the control group.  

Thus, there are various indices that designate the effect size.  Cohen and others have suggested 
what may be characterized as small, medium and large effects, based on their experience with 
research results in the fields of health and social sciences (Cohen, 1988). These characterizations 
should only be used as rules of thumb, and the effects should also be considered against the 
backdrop of what is normal within the area of pertinence. For example, there is reason to expect 
greater effects if a comprehensive treatment program applied to a group with serious problems 
is compared to a universal preventive intervention directed at everyone, where most do not 
have any of the type of problems the intevention seeks to prevent. Therefore, effect sizes must be 
considered in relation to the type of intervention being evaluated, its objectives and target group, 
along with the design being used in the study (for more information on effect sizes, see the box 
on effect sizes and Appendix B). 

About effect sizes
The correlation coefficient (r) is a so-called scale-independent index, meaning that the 
size of the correlation is not dependent on the unit and zero point being used for the 
variables in question. Thus, correlations from studies that have applied measurement 
instruments with different units, e.g., two different tests of behavioral disorders, may be 
compared. The correlation coefficient is a number between -1,0 and + 1,0, whereby the 
number indicates the strength of the correlation and the plus/minus sign designates the 
direction. As a rule, Cohen (1988) suggests that the size (the absolute value) of corre-
lations be interpreted as follows: r = 0,10 indicates a small effect, while 0,30 describes 
a medium effect and 0,50 a large effect. 

In the cases where the differences between groups are presented, e.g., between an 
experiment group and a control group, both the means and the corresponding standard 
deviations are provided. Because the size of this mean difference depends on, among 
other things, the units of the measuring tools being used, it is common to express the 
difference between the means in the form of a standardized difference.  The formula to  
calculate  this effect size is: (M1- M2)/SD, where SD stands for standard deviation and M1 
and M2 are the two means (see, e.g., Martinussen, 2010). Here, one can choose to use the 
standard deviation from the control group  (Glass, McGraw & Smith, 1981). Another possi-
bility, and a more common way to proceed, is to use a weighted mean of the standard 
deviations from both groups (i.e., both the experiment and control groups). In the long 
run, this will provide the best estimate of the standard deviation of the population. This 
index is denoted as Hedges’ g and the formula is :  g = (M1- M2 ) /SD pooled der SD pooled  
is given by:
  

When it comes to interpretation of such indices as Hedges’ g, g = 1 means that the 
difference between the means in the experiment and control groups is one standard 
deviation, while g = 0 indicates that there is no difference between the means. Cohen’s d 
is a corresponding index that also expresses a standardized mean difference, but where 
SDpooled is calculated a bit differently. In practice, there is little difference if Cohen’s d 
or Hedges’ g is calculated, and the interpretation is the same. Cohen’s (1988) notations 
for what represents a small, medium or large effect may be used to describe these effect 
sizes. For standardized mean differences (Hedge’s g eller Cohen’s d) 0,20 is small, 0,50 
is medium and 0,80 is described as a large effect. 

OR is the relation between conditioned odds. If there are no greater odds of getting 
well upon receiving the treatment, as compared to no treatment, the OR is 1,0. For 
odds ratios, the following notations are recommended OR = 1,68 (small effect), OR = 
3,47 (medium effect) and OR = 6,71 (large effect) (Chen, Cohen, & Chen, 2010). Corre-
sponding values for OR lower than 1,0 are 0,60 (small), 0,29 (medium) and 0,15 (large).
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Om effektstørrelser
Korrelasjonskoeffisienten (r) er en såkalt skala-uavhengig indeks, det vil si at størrelsen på 

korrelasjonen ikke er avhengig av hvilken enhet og nullpunkt som er benyttet for de aktuelle variablene. 

Dermed kan korrelasjoner fra undersøkelser som har benyttet seg av måleinstrumenter med ulike 

enheter, for eksempel to forskjellige tester på atferdsvansker, sammenlignes. Korrelasjonskoeffisienten 

er et tall mellom -1,0 og + 1,0 der tallet angir styrken på sammenhengen og fortegnet angir retningen. 

Cohens (1988) foreslår som en hovedregel at en tolker størrelsen (absoluttverdien) på 

korrelasjoner som  r = 0,10 er  en liten effekt, 0,30  er en middels effekt og 0,50 betegnes som en 

stor effekt. 

I de tilfellene der forskjeller mellom grupper er presentert, for eksempel mellom en eksperimentgruppe 

og en kontrollgruppe, oppgis som oftest begge gjennomsnittene og de tilhørende standardavvikene. 

Siden størrelsen på denne gjennomsnittsforskjellen blant annet avhenger av enhetene til 

måleinstrumentene som er brukt, er det vanlig å uttrykke forskjellen mellom gjennomsnittene i form av 

en standardisert forskjell. Formelen for å beregne denne effektstørrelsen er gitt ved: (M1- M2)/SD, der 

SD står for standardavvik og M1 og M2 er de to gjennomsnittene (se f.eks Martinussen, 2010). Man kan 

her velge å dele på standardavviket fra kontrollgruppen (Glass, McGraw & Smith, 1981). En annen

mulighet og mer vanlig framgangsmåte er å bruke et vektet gjennomsnitt av standardavvikene fra begge 

gruppene (dvs. både eksperiment- og kontrollgruppen). Dette vil i det lange løp gi det beste estimatet på 

populasjonsstandardavviket. Denne indeksen betegnes som Hedges g og formelen er gitt ved: g = (M1- 

M2) /SD pooled der SD pooled er gitt ved 

Når det gjelder fortolkning av slike indekser som Hedges g så vil g = 1 innebære at forskjellen mellom 

gjennomsnittene i eksperiment- og kontrollgruppen er ett standardavvik, mens g = 0 innebærer at det er

ingen forskjell mellom gjennomsnittene. Cohens d er en tilsvarende indeks som også uttrykker en 

standardisert gjennomsnittsforskjell, men der SDpooled er beregnet litt annerledes. Det utgjør i praksis 

liten forskjell om man beregner Cohens d eller Hedges g, og fortolkningen er den samme. Cohens 

(1988) betegnelser for hva som er en liten, middels eller stor effekt kan anvendes for å betegne disse 

effektstørrelsene. For standardiserte gjennomsnittsforskjeller (Hedges g eller Cohens d) så er 0,20

liten, 0,50 middels og 0,80 betegnes som en stor effekt. 

OR er forholdet mellom betingede odds, og dersom det ikke er større odds for å bli frisk om man mottar

behandlingen sammenlignet med fravær av behandling så vil OR bli 1,0. For odds ratios er det 

foreslått følgende betegnelser OR = 1,68 (liten effekt), OR = 3,47 (middels effekt) and OR = 6,71 

(stor effekt) (Chen, Cohen & Chen, 2010). Tilsvarende verdier for OR lavere enn 1,0 er 0,60 (liten), 

0,29 (middels) og 0,15 (stor). 
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2.7 Which studies is the evaluation of evidence built on?
Efficacy studies
Based on descriptions of an intervention’s objective, target group and theoretical grounding, 
Ungsinn evaluates whether there are relevant efficacy studies documenting that the intervention 
leads to the intended outcome.

Norwegian or international studies?
A relatively large part of preventive work, clinical practice and research in Norway is built 
on experiences from other countries. In addition to developing practice and interventions 
themselves, Norwegian specialists have a long tradition of finding inspiration in research and 
experiences from abroad. At the same time, it cannot be automatically assumed that an inter-
vention developed overseas, that has shown good effects there, will have the same effects if 
adopted in Norway. The Nordic countries are small, however, and there are many similarities in 
the countries’ cultures, history, social conditions and welfare systems. Therefore, Nordic studies 
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are equated with Norwegian studies at Ungsinn. This involves a presumption that an intervention 
that has good effect in one of the Nordic countries will have the same effect in other Nordic 
countries, given linguistic and organizational adaptations. International studies of high quality 
may also supplement results from Nordic studies or be used as documention if there are no appli-
cable Nordic studies.Therefore, international systematic reviews on the intervention’s effect and 
positive evaluations of the intervention in other databases are included in Ungsinn’s reviews.

Similarity between the intervention being investigated and the intervention in the study
Occasionally interventions with the same name prove to be conducted differently, particularly 
when they are adapted to different countries. Other times, interventions may be inspired by 
each other or the same basic thinking, such that interventions with different names may be 
very similar when it comes to content. When an intervention is to be evaluated for Ungsinn, 
therefore, the author should ensure  that studies meant to be included in the systematic review 
refer to the same intervention that will be evaluated for Ungsinn, and that cultural factors in the 
study are quite similar to Norwegian conditions.   

Quality of the research literature
Research results should primarily be published through peer-reviewed articles. The reason for 
this is that the peer review system contains a quality control, which means that several researchers 
(two or three) have critically assessed the article together with an editor. Articles of poor quality 
are often rejected while, other times, the author is given the opportunity to revise and resubmit the 
articlet. It is quite seldom that articles are printed without having been revised one or more times. 
Nonetheless, there may also be considerable differences in quality among published articles and the 
peer review system offers no guarantees that the works are free of error or shortcomings. 

Another important aspect of using published articles as sources is that most journals follow rules 
regarding which information should be reported (e.g., information about participants, instru-
ments and procedures), and the results are often reported in the form of adequately detailed 
text and tables. An important reason for this is that it makes it possible for other researchers to 
replicate the study. Additionally, the reader can make his/her own assessments of the results. In a 
published article, one should gain insight into the strong sides, but also into the errors and insuf-
ficiencies, of the research. The reader him-/herself is thereby able to consider the consequences 
the research quality may have on the interpretation of the findings. Another aspect of published 
articles is that they are publicly available. This makes it possible for professional discussions and 
public debate on studies and results. 

Doctoral dissertations have been subject to professional committee evaluation and they often consist 
of published or accepted articles as well. Results may also be presented in publications that are made 
available, to a lesser degree, to the greater public and that perhaps lack peer reviews. Examples of this 
may include internal reports, master’s theses, conference reports and book chapters. 

For these reasons, when systematic reviews are compiled for Ungsinn, it is preferable that the 
studies included be published in the form of peer-reviewed articles. For other publications, the 
quality of the work and the detail level of the presentation of methods and results determine 
whether they may be included. This means that information on participants, measurement 
instruments and procedures (including research design) must be reported and the results must 
be included in the form of text and tables. It should be possible to assess whether the results are 
significant, how large the effects sizes were  and any methodological weaknesses of the study. The 

researcher’s summary of his/her own findings is not sufficient documentation, nor  
popularization of the results through newspaper articles and reader contributions, for evaluation 
of an Ungsinn article. 

To summarize, peer-reviewed publications are preferred, but other sources may be used if they 
contain adequately detailed information that allows for the study to be evaluated and replicated. 

2.8 Implementation quality
Fixsen, Naoom, Blasé, Friedman and Wallace (2005) define implementation as specified 
activities that are necessary to deliver a specific intervention in practice. It refers to a planned 
and goal-oriented process. In other words, implementation is about the complex process of 
establishing and integrating research-based interventions into regular practice. Implemen-
tation quality is a measurement of whether the intervention is used in practice in a way that 
meets the necessary standards to achieve the intervention’s desired effects (Meyers, Durlak, & 
Wandersman, 2012). There is shown to be a strong correlation between an intervention’s effect 
and the quality of implementation, whereby high implementation quality gives considerably 
better effects (Derzon, Sale, Springer, & Brounstein, 2005; Durlak & DuPre, 2008; Sørlie, Ogden, 
Solholm, & Olseth, 2010). In order to be able to say with reasonable certainty that an inter-
vention will be effectively used in ordinary practice, it is thus necessary to have both positive 
results from good effectiveness studies and systems that ensure the quality of implementation 
when the intervention is employed in the various services.  

In order to secure good implementation quality, the intervention must be established in relevant 
organizations in such a way that the staff who deliver the intervention have the necessary skills 
to practice it, that the skills are sustained over time, and that they have the framework conditions 
that allow them to deliver the intervention.   

There are several known factors that prove to constitute a risk of failed implementation. One 
such factor is weak training and insufficient professional follow-up of the practitioners who are 
employing the intervention. One course or packet of self-study materials offers little probability 
that the staff who will deliver the intervention will achieve the necessary competence to do so. 
Another factor is resistance among staff to establishing the intervention. Such resistance may 
indicate that the necessary preparations in the organization have not been made or that the inter-
vention goes against the organization’s ideology. A third factor is that the intervention has weak 
grounding in the organization. New interventions are often grounded in enthusiasts  who do not 
have the formal authority of the organization to introduce new interventions.  A fourth factor 
is that intervention practitioners quickly move away from the original content and progression 
of the intervention. The effect often proves to disappear when an intervention is changed or 
carried out in other ways than what was shown to be effective in the intervention’s original form 
(Frank & Frank, 1991; Hukkelberg & Ogden, 2013). This may occur when practitioners remove 
or modify components they do not like on their own initiative, based on their own ideas; that the 
practitioners use less time working with the intervention or that the duration of the intervention 
is shortened. A fifth factor is that organizations often «forget» interventions that are a part of 
the regular practice. The forgetfulness may be caused, for example, by a shift in leadership or 
personnel. The sixth and final factor we would like to point out is that organizations may have 
insufficient systems for the sustainability of staff competence over time. 
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The implementation quality depends on factors among providers (intervention owners) and the 
organizations that employ the intervention. If the intervention owner offers little implementation 
support and lacks or has poor quality assurance systems, the quality of the implementation, to 
a large degree, will be dependent on how the individual service provider chooses to deliver the 
intervention. Surveys also show that, in such cases, there is greater variation in how the inter-
vention is practiced and weaker effects (Hukkelberg & Ogden, 2013). It is therefore important 
that evidence-based interventions have a strategy that ensures good implementation and 
long-term quality. 

With a starting point in the many pitfalls shown by research of intervention implementation, 
researchers have put together a model that designates four phases of the implementation process 
(Meyers, Durlak & Wandersman, 2012). The four stages build on each other and the impleme-
tation quality of a given intervention depends on processes in all of the stages.

Phase 1 – Initial evaluations of the implementation setting
In this phase, the incidence of various health and psychosocial problems and the need a given 
intervention is meant to address are documented. In addition, resources of the intervention 
practitioner in question are documented. The purpose is to dimensionalize an intervention 
in relation to the needs and to be able to choose appropriate interventions and arenas for the 
application of the intervention. Here, it is also documented whether the organization is prepared 
to start using the intervention and whether it is professionally and practically suitable for imple-
mentation.  Some evidence-based interventions have their own questionnaires that document 
the organization’s circumstances and readiness to adopt an intervention. The answers to the 
questionnaire lay the groundwork for a contract between the organization (e.g., a municipality) 
and the provider. 

After relevant documentations and needs analyses are conducted, decisions are made on 
adopting an intervention. To ensure the secure, formal foundation of an intervention, leaders 
and decision-makers of both providers and recipient organizations should participate in the 
decision-making process. The contact is moved from an individual to a system level and political 
and administrative resolutions should be understood. 

Decisions to discover essential needs by implementing new interventions require a strategy 
for how one or more service providers may develop the capacity to adopt the intervention at a 
given organization. Establishing cooperation with different parties and between various service 
providers, and developing an optimistic and supportive climate for change are central factors in 
change processes of high quality.  Work in the first phase of an implementation process focuses 
on whether the organization that will deliver the intervention meets the requirements set for 
ensuring that the intervention will have the desired effect. 

Phase 2 – Establishment of a structure for the implementation 
An organized structure needs to be established to manage the process of working with the imple-
mentation of a new intervention. Development of an implementation plan and establishment of 
implementation teams are key components of high-quality work to promote change. It must be 
completely clear what will happen, when the various activities will occur, and who is responsible 
for what during the process. The first two phases of this model involve preparations prior to the 
start-up of a new intervention. 

3

Phase 3 – Sustainability of structure once an implementation is running 
In this phase, training and supervision for the staff who will use the intervention begins, and new 
routines tied to the implementation and its use take effect. The most important elements of this 
phase are that adequate support (professional and technical) be provided to the organization, 
that the process be monitored and evaluated, and that there are mechanisms for feedback and 
correction underway.

Phase 4 – Improvement for future use of the intervention an
In this phase, the implementation is assessed based on the experiences during the process and 
the result of the work to promote change. A review of strengths and weaknesses in the work, 
along with what needs to be done to acheive the desired effects of an intervention, form the basis 
for further work. For example, threats to quality as a result of modfication of the intervention 
can be counteracted through better monitoring of practice (evaluation of the implementation), 
with follow-up efforts by the intervention providers if it is discovered that the intervention is 
not being delivered as intended by a particular service provider.   Quality threats such as lack of 
competence or loss of competent professionals can be offset through approval or certification 
procedures, continual supervision, refresher courses and regular competence updates. 
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3. Factors that are 
 evaluated at Ungsinn
The basis for evaluation and classification of individual interventions in Ungsinn’s articles lies in 
how well the intervention is described, its theoretical foundation, results from possible efficacy 
evaluations and the implementation strategy for the intervention. These are the sides of an inter-
vention that either provide information on its effects or are significant in development of such 
knowledge. The various aspects naturally build upon each other. A good description is a pre re-
quisite for being able to formulate a theoretical foundation of the intended mechanisms of the 
intervention. Both the description and the theoretical foundation form the groundwork when 
the possible effects of the intervention are to be investigated. A strategy that ensures good quality 
in the implementation and dissemination of the intervention is then necessary if the effects 
found through research are to be sustainable when the intervention is used in ordinary practice 
(Fixsen et al. 2005; Greenhalgh, Robert, Macfarlane, Bate, & Kyriakidou, 2004; Durlak & DuPre, 
2008; Meyers et al., 2012; Sørlie et al., 2010).

3.1 The description of the intervention 
For an intervention to be evaluated, a written and complete presentation of the intervention 
must be available for others aside from those who have developed it; e.g. through a manual or 
handbook, academic articles, books or the like. Many providers of specific interventions have 
developed their own materials to describe their interventions. At a minimum, the description 
should provide insight into the objectives of the intervention, whom the intervention is meant 
for and how it is conducted. The key here is to make implicit assumptions in the intervention 
explicit. A more detailed description may also include: 
• A thorough description of the problem/phenomenon the intervention is designed to address; 
• Clear specification of the target group with inclusion and exclusion criteria; 
• Information on what types of service providers can offer the intervention; 
• Detailed manuals/guides for those who practice the intervention;  
• Materials for recipients of the intervention; and 
• Procedural descriptions/guides for training of practitioners. 

Various studies can contribute to strengthening the description of an intervention. This may 
include, for example, qualitative studies, user satisfaction surveys, feasibility surveys, case studies, 
efficacy studies with very few participants or individual evaluation/review of experiences. A good 
description provides a picture of whether there is a logical correlation between the objectives, target 
group and methods in the intervention. The essence of a good description of an intervention may 
be summarized as follows:  Intervention X provides outcome Y for target group Z.

Using a concrete example from the practice field, this may be reformulated to the following 
claim: The parent training program (program X) for parents with children aged 1-3 (target 
group Z) reduces neglect from primary caregivers (outcome Y). The quality and precision of the 

description of an intervention is significant to the subsequent possibility of developing a theore-
tical foundation and documentation of the intervention’s effect. This leads us to the requirement 
that evidence-based interventions much also be theoretically grounded. 

3.2 Theoretical foundation  
The word, theory, comes from the greek verb, «teorien», which means to contemplate, consider, 
deliberate or reflect. A theory is a statement that ties together constructs and hypotheses about 
a phenomenon. This can create a starting point for empirical studies that confirm or deny the 
validity of the claim. Theory is relevant in assessing the quality of an intervention because 
theory can explain why intervention X provides outcome Y for target group Z. In the theoretical 
foundation, one wants to lay out an explanation (i.e., reflections, speculations, explanations of 
a phenomenon) of the correlation between the intervention’s procedure and its outcome for the 
target group. Theory and empiri (data) have a mutually dependent relationship in that empirical 
studies of «reality» contribute to strengthening, further developing, changing or throwing out old 
theories. It is this thought process that lies behind the ideal of the knowledge spiral. A theory’s 
endurance is tested against empirical data. If the data are as the theory presumes, the theory is 
further developed and, if not, it is thrown out. 

Some theories are specific in explaining mechanisms for change while other theories have the 
character of being more universal explanatory models of human behavior or development. 
Examples of a more general theoretical approach may be found in school interventions where the 
students learn about different aspects of mental health (Bjørknes & Eng, 2012; Lauritzen, 2012). 
The interventions are based on the salutogenic model (see, e.g., Antonowsky, 1979) in which the 
thought is that all humans have the resources to tackle the challenges of everyday life. This is a 
process that is facilitated by experiencing inner context and meaning through actions. By giving 
the students greater understanding of mental health through school interventions, one assumes 
that this understanding strengthens their ability to take care of their own health.   

A more specific theory should have a point of departure in relevant outcome variables and 
describe the intended change mechanisms behind the intervention. This should include a clear 
conceptual model that clarifies the correspondence between activities in the intervention and 
the expected outcome. One example could be parent training interventions with the objective of 
reducing behavioral issues in children. The theoretical rationale may be grounded in, for example, 
«the Cohercion Theory». The theory describes how uncomfortable stimuli from one person can 
trigger negative behavior in the other when two people are interacting. The negative behavior is yet 
another uncomfortable stimulus, leading to the establishment of a negative interactive pattern that 
easily becomes automatic. Persons with good social skills learn to use prosocial techniques to break 
the negative interaction. Through parent training, the parenting style is changed from negative and 
punishing to positive and encouraging. With guidance, the parents become aware of their role in 
the interaction and learn positive techniques to reduce behavioral issues among the children.

3.3 Evaluations
In Ungsinn’s articles, both the quality of the studies and the concrete results are assessed. The 
quality of the studies is significant to how reliable the results are. The results are evaluated with 
the size of the effect and the clinical relevance of the results in mind (see chapter 5).
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3.4 Implementation quality
An intervention that is documented effective through effect research must be implemented in 
a good way for the effects to be maintained in general practice. Whether the implementation is 
good depends on both the efforts of the organization that delivers it and the provider. Providers, 
however, have the possibility to facilitate good implementation through a well-developed  
implementation strategy. 

Evaluation of implementation quality in Ungsinn’s articles involves assessment of whether the 
interventions are prepared for full dissemination (see paragraph 4.3); i.e., whether the inter-
vention owner has a strategy that facilitates good quality through all phases of the implemen-
tation process when the various service organizations employ it. The strategy may describe how 
the provider arranges for dialogue between the provider and the implementing organization, 
contributes to political and administrative grounding of the implementation, contributes to the 
prioritization of necessary resources, prepares the organization, provides adequate training and 
skills training and offers support such that organizations can maintain the competence over 
time. At Ungsinn, assessments of implementation quality include aspects that are referred to in 
implementation research as core components of good implementation (Fixsen, Blase, Naoom, & 
Wallace, 2009).   

4
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4. Quality scoring  
 at Ungsinn
4.1 Scoring of the description quality
Various aspects of the description of an intervention are evaluated on a three-part scale from 
«not described» to «well described». These are presented in Table 2. 

Table 2. Schematic overview of scoring of description quality

Dimensions of the intervention description that are evaluated:

Description of the problem:
The problem area is described with, for example, scope, risk factors, consequences of the 
problem, co-morbidity with other problems or risks of developing other difficulties.

Target group:
The target group is described with relevant characteristics. Inclusion and exclusion criteria  
are provided.

Main outcome:
The description clearly presents the primary outcomes of the intervention.

Secondary outcomese:
The description clearly addresses whether the intervention has secondary outcomes and what 
they are. This may include, for example, reduction of risk factors or promotion of protective 
factors, or it may involve objectives that are considered less important than the main objective.

Structure of the intervention
It is clear from the description how the intervention is organized and structured. For example, 
whether it will be offered to groups or individually, who the providers are, and the duration, 
frequency, thematic structure, order, progression and localization of activities. 

Methods used
The description presents what type methods are used to acheive the desired outcomes (e.g., 
cognitive techniques, behavior therapy or psychoeducation) along with the concrete methods to 
be used (e.g., practical exercises, homework, videos or roleplays). 

Core elements and flexibility
The description presents what are considered as completely essential core elements in the 
practice of the intervention and in which areas there is room for flexibility. 

Intervention practitioners
The description presents who can offer the intervention. This may include which professional 
groups can deliver the intervention, what training is necessary and through which service 
organizations the intervention may be offered.

Manual/guide
A manual/guide for practitioners is included, describing in detail how the intervention should  
be delivered.

Materials for recipients of the intervention
Materials for recipients of the intervention are included. 

4.2 Scoring of the quality of research methods  
For each study, five different methodological aspects are scored, as laid out in Table 3. Each 
aspect is assessed on a scale from 0 to 4. The scoring of each study is summarized with a point 
score for each aspect, an average score and an overall description. 

Table 3. Scoring of the quality of research methods

Note. The scale used is: 0 = not reported or investigated, 1 = poor/unsatisfactory, 
2 = satisfactory, 3 = good, 4 = very good.

1. Statistical analyses
Here, it is assessed whether the statistical analyses are adequate and that the necessary prerequisites 
for applying these are met. The statistical analyses must be adapted to the actual design being used 

DIMENSIONS IN THE DESCRIPTION NOT 
DESCRIBED

SOMEWHAT 
DESCRIBED

WELL 
DESCRIBED

Description of problem

Target group

Main outcomes

Secondary outcomes

Structure of the intervention

Methods used

Core elements/flexibility

Intervention practitioners

Manual/guide for practitioners

Materials for intervention recipients

Studies that strengthen the description 

STUDY 1. STATISTIC      
    ANALYSES 

2. MEASURE-
    MENT 

3. INTERNAL
    VALIDITY 

4. FIDELITY 5. EXTERNAL
    VALIDITY 

AVERAGE

Study 1

Study 2

…….

Study K
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in the study (Shadish et al., 2004). It is assessed whether the study had sufficient stat isti cal power 
and whether dropout analyses have been done. Effect sizes must also be reported in addition 
to the applicable significance tests or results that make it possible to calculate these. The level 
of significance should be minimum p < .05 and the effects should be in the expected direction. 
There should not be any significant negative effects on central variables. The effect sizes may be 
presented in a table or in the text (see Appenix A- Author Guidance) whereby effects for the most 
relevant outcome measures are provided (e.g., behavioral disorders) and evaluated in relation to 
whether they may be considered of practical/clinical significance. In Appendix B, information on 
calculation of effect sizes in multi-level analyses is presented.

2. Measurement (reliability and validity)
Here, the reliability and validity of the measurements is assessed with the pertinent objective in 
mind.  It is advantageous to use measurement instruments that are well tested, whereby relevant 
reliability and validity are preferably examined on Norwegian or Nordic sample selections. It is 
a strength if the reliability is estimated for the sample selection in question. See Psyktestbarn.
no for a more detailed description of how the quality of tests is assured. Corresponding require-
ments apply for other measurement methods such as observations and interviews; i.e. that they 
are reliable and valid. It is also preferable that those who document outcome variables be «blind» 
to which intervention or control conditions the participants are given. This is meant to avoid the 
result being influenced by knowledge of the condition that the participants were exposed to.   

3. Internal validity
The degree of probability that there are no threats to the internal validity of the study must be 
presented (i.e., that the intervention is the reason for the change rather than other factors). As a 
starting point, when the issue at hand is to uncover whether the intervention has an effect, the 
strongest design is a real experiement or RCT. Nonetheless, there are factors that may threaten 
the internal validity of such a design as well; e.g., large dropout or differential dropout rates in 
the two groups.  Another source of error is diffusion between the experiment and control condi-
tions; e.g., that participants in the control group try to gain access to the same intervention that 
the intervention group has received.   

Quasi-experimental design may have different types of control/comparison groups. In its 
simplest form, the test persons themselves make up the control group; for example, in the 
case of a pre-test/post-test design. In such a design, there are many potential threats to the 
internal validity; e.g., history (other external factors that have caused the change) or maturation 
(the person’s change as a result of time passing rather than the intervention).   Studies with 
quasi-experimental design may also have different types of comparison groups. These may 
include groups chosen because they are similar to the intervention group, or it may be more 
accidental and, in the worst case, a function of self-selection. In evaluating the design, it is 
therefore important to know how the groups were selected, whether possible pre-test differences 
have been investigated and whether this is considered in the analyses. Various other threats to the 
internal validity are described by Shadish, Cook and Cambell (2002). All threats are not equally 
relevant in all contexts and it must, therefore, be assessed what is relevant to the individual study 
(see Table 4). Other examples of quasi-experimental design that may be appropriate to apply 
in effectiveness studies are cohort studies or «stepped wedge trials» (SWTs) (Brown & Lilford, 
2006). In SWT design the intervention is introduced to all the participants or groups of partici-
pants, but at different time intervals. This may be a suitable procedure in situations where, for 
practical or ethical considerations, it is problematic not to offer the intervention to some partici-

pants. At the end of the intervention period, all have received the intervention, but the time point 
at which this happens is random. With a longitudinal cohort design that, among other things, is 
used in evaluating school-based interventions, the intervention is introduced to the entire school 
and to all grades. After some time (e.g., one year or after the initiation of the intervention), a 
given grade is compared with the same grade at the pre-test interval (Olweus, 2005).  

4. Fidelity
This point deals with the degree to which one has ensured that the treatment/intervention 
is delivered as intended and in an equal way to all the participants. One way to secure this is 
through manuals and training to those who will carry out the intervention, and to establish 
systems that assure the quality  in the course of the study, for example, through checklists or 
video analyses (see, e.g., Mowbray, 2003). 

5. External validity 
External validity is understood as the degree to which the results of the study may be general ized, 
for example, over time (whether follow-up studies have been performed), to everyday life 
(from ideal conditions to ordinary services/arenas), or to other target groups (e.g., other age 
groups).  In Ungsinn articles, the generalizations that are pertinent must be assessed based on 
the intervention in question and the issue it addresses; namely, whether the intervention may 
be presumed to be effectively used in regular practice.  In relation to this point, it may be appro-
priate to assess whether the study is conducted under the same conditions as when it will be 
delivered in regular practice, and to what degree follow-up studies have been done to see if the 
effect(s) hold over time; for example, after 6 months, 12 months or longer. What is considered 
a reasonable follow-up period depends on the type of intervention, the scope, the objective 
and the age of the children. Accordingly for generalizations to other settings than that of the 
study conducted, and for other target groups, separate studies that shed light on this are usually 
required unless the study includes other age groups and settings. 

The five methodological aspects that are evaluate for each study are summarized in Table 4 in the 
form of control questions that the Ungsinn author must consider. 
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Table 4. Overview of methodological aspects evaluated for each study 4.3 Scoring of implementation quality
Various aspects of the intervention’s quality assurance systems are assessed and scored with 
a suitable form. Good quality assurance systems are expected to foster good implementation 
quality. Each category is listed in Table 5 and evaluated in relation to whether it is approved or 
not, alternatively not relevant to the pertaining intervention. The evaluation is summarized with a 
total score (total approved/total possible). 

Table 5. Evaluation of the intervention’s systems for fostering good implementation quality 

Aspects that are evaluated:

1. Implementation support
The provider offers support to organizations that will implement the intervention and to the 
practitioners who will deliver it. The support is offered either by a provider organization or  
by the intervention owner. Implementation support may be in the form of  information and  
preparatory meetings, training seminars, guidance by local booster sessions, or the like. Criterion 
for approval: The provider offers implementation support to the service organization. There is a 
description of the provider’s obligations to the recipient organization.  

2. The practitioner’s qualifications
There is a minimum requirement for education level and experience (for example, number of 
years in the practice field or experience working with children and youth) in order to be able to 
offer the program in a good way. This pertains to practitioners, supervisors, mentors, trainers and 
other relevant roles. Criterion for approval: The intervention’s description of prerequisite  
qualifications necessary to practice the intervention is presented.

3. Training for the intervention
Training for the intervention is given and the following aspects must be described: duration of 
training, training methods and training frequency needed to deliver the program. The training 
must focus on the core components of the intervention; i.e., the parts of the intervention that are 
necessary for it to work effectively according to intention. In a good quality assurance system, the 

1. STATISTICAL ANALYSES 

Which analyses have been conducted to discover effects?
Are the analyses adequate and assessed in relation to the actual design being used?
Are the statistical prerequesites for the analyses fulfilled?
Does the study have sufficient statistical power?
Is dropout reported and evaluated?
Have dropout analyses and possible ITT (Intention to Treat) analyses been conducted?
Are effect sizes or results that may be converted to effect sizes reported? 

2. MEASUREMENT (RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY)

Is relevant reliability for the various measurement instruments reported based on the actual  
sample selection (e.g., as a Cronbach’s alpha)?
Is the reliability sufficient, particularly for central outcome variables? 
Do the meassurement instruments have good construct validity, for example, in that well-established 
measurement instruments have been used or that this is documented in another way?
Have several informants been used (e.g., children, parents, teachers)?
Norwegian/Nordic adaptation: Have measurement instruments that were developed abroad and  
translated to Norwegian been used? If so, what is the quality of this work and is it well documented  
that the psychometric features are sufficient for the Norwegian version? 
With interviews or observation data: Have the reliability and validity been investigated? 

3. INTERNAL VALIDITY – CAUSALITY 

What design has been used (RCT, quasi-experiment, cohort, etc.)?
How has the randomization been performed (if RCT)? For quasi-experimental design with  
comparison group: What has been done to ensure that the groups are as equal as possible? 
Can there be diffusion between the group conditions?
Have sources of error, such as history, maturation, testing, instrumentation, regression to the  
mean or dropout been evaluated?
To what degree has the possibility of sources of error been assessed and discussed, and what  
measures have been taken to eliminate these?

4. FIDELITY

Are there manuals and training for those who carry out the intervention? 
Are quality assurance procedures reported in the study that ensure that the intervention is  
conducted in line with the intention and equally for all the participants? 

5. EXTERNAL VALIDITY

Have several studies and follow-up surveys been conducted and, if so, over what period of time?
How is the sample selection for the study in relation to the target group to which the effect is meant  
to be generalized (e.g., representation in relation to age, gender and symptoms)?
Has the intervention been carried out in regular practice or under regular conditions as it is  
intended to be delivered in the future?

CATEGORY YES NO NOT RELEVANT

1. Implementation support

2. Qualification requirements

3. Training

4. Certification procedures

5. Monitoring of fidelity/sustainability

6. Supervision

7. Identification of target groups

8. Documentation and sustainability tools

9. Strategies for adaptation

Total score Sum of total yes/  
Sum of total possible,  
e.g., 5 yes/9 possible
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9. Strategies for adaptation of the intervention
There is knowledge on the degree to which and how the intervention may be adapted to different 
target groups, service providers (for example, can an intervention that has been tested in the 
school health services also be offered through child welfare services?) and cultural contexts 
without reducing the effectiveness of the intervention. The justification for generalization and 
adaptation of the intervention should be grounded in one’s own empirical findings or made 
probable through discussion of other studies. Criterion for approval: Description of the arena 
where the intervention may be offered. 

training is described in detail, including what skills and knowledge are to be acheived, content, 
scope, teaching methods, qualifications of course leaders and learning materials. Criterion for 
approval: Training for the intervention is provided. The scope and content of the education are 
well described.

4. Certification process 
There are requirements for formal competence in order to deliver an intervention and there 
are procedures to assure the quality of that competence. For example, certification may be 
granted based on training of a specified duration and scope in addition to follow-up and further 
education to maintain the competence over time. Certification may also be based on testing of 
the practitioners’ skills. Criterion for approval:  The intervention has a certification process.  
The procedures for certification are presented in the description of the intervention. 

5. Quality assurance of fidelity
There are systematic ways to register fidelity sustainability of the core components in the 
intervention as intended by program developers. This may include, for example, scoring of video 
recordings of the practitioner while delivering the intervention or feedback through question-
naires or checklists filled out by the practitioner. Criterion for approval: The provider has  
systematic monitoring of the delivery quality of the intervention and follow-up with the service 
organizations based on this.   

6. Supervision
Supervision is offered during delivery of the intervention, after training is completed. This comes 
in addition to any normal supervision that may be offered at the workplace. The description 
of such supervision may include duration and frequency of intervention-based supervision, 
the supervisor’s role during implementation of the intervention and requirements for his/her 
competence. Criterion for approval: The intervention has described systems for supervision of 
the practitioners.  

7. Identification, screening, recruitment of target groups for the intervention
The target group for the intervention is accurately specified through inclusion and exclusion 
criteria for participation in the intervention, and suggested methods for recruitment have 
been worked out. This may also include recommendations for screening and reporting instru-
ments. Examples of inclusion criteria may include children who score over specified criteria for 
mental health problems or children with serious cognitive shortcomings. Criterion for approval: 
Inclusion and exclusion criteria for the target group are precisely specified in the description and 
there are suggested methods for recruitment of the children/youth/families expected to benefit 
from the intervention.  

8. Guidelines for data collection and tools for sustainability of effects 
There are instruments that the practitioner may use to follow the development of the individual 
client/user/student/family to investigate whether he or she is benefiting from the intervention 
and is satisfied. Criterion for approval: There are instruments that may be used to register the 
outcome of the intervention on an individual level.  

5
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5. Criteria for classification  
 of interventions in  
 Ungsinn  

The levels of evidence, ranging from the simplest to the most comprehensive,  
are as follows:

Level 0: Ineffective interventions 

Level 1: Well described interventions
Level 2: Theoretically grounded interventions
Level 3: Interventions with some documented effect
Level 4: Interventions with satisfactory documented effect
Level 5: Interventions with strong documented effect

The requirements that are set for the different levels of evidence are described in detail below.  

Level 0: Ineffective interventions
Efficacy studies have been conducted showing that the intervention has no effect or undesirable 
effects. The studies are of good quality such that the results are considered to be reliable and valid.  

Interventions without effect or with negative effect
If studies have been published documenting that the intervention has no effect, or that it even 
has a negative effect, the intervention comes out with a specified negative classification in 
Ungsinn. It is nonetheless important that this documentation be as solid as when positive effects 
are documented. If an intervention is to receive negative classification, the studies that form the 
basis must satisfy the method requirements for levels of evidence 4 or 5 (interventions with  
satisfactory documented effect or interventions with strong documented effect). 

Level 1: Well described interventions
The intervention is thoroughly described and may be effective. The target group and objectives of 
the intervention are presented, as well as how the intervention is organized and the methods used.

Table 6. Requirements for interventions classified as level of evidence 1

5.1 Classification of levels of evidence
The term, “evidence-based intervention” (intervention with documented effect), has traditionally 
been used to signify interventions that have been documented with the so-called “gold standard”. 
The gold standard has been and is still partly associated with RCT studies. The disadvantage of 
using only the «gold standard» as the criterion for evidence is that results from studies with a 
weaker research design are not recognized. Interventions with positive results from such studies 
are thus evaluated in the same way as interventions without documentation. 

Recognizing RCT alone as the one valid design to collect evidence may also have the conse-
quence of a loss of motivation among intervention developers to conduct efficacy evaluations. 
RCT studies demand a lot of resources and are sometimes impossible to perform for practical 
or ethical reasons. At Ungsinn, therefore, we argue that it is appropriate to have a more flexible 
system for assessment of an intervention’s evidence. Less comprehensive evaluation gives indica-
tions of the intervention’s effects. The results are not as certain as with an RCT study but provide 
more knowledge on the intervention’s potential effects than if no studies were conducted.  

Aside from the research design, other aspects of the quality of research methods are of conside-
rable significance to the reliability of the research results. An RCT can have such considerable 
methodological weaknesses that it is impossible to conclude that the intervention works. On the 
other hand, non-randomized studies of high quality (e.g., quasi-experimental studies) can also 
provide a good fundament to say that the intervention has effect. By only placing emphasis on 
the research design in evaluating a study, rather than other methodological aspects, one could 
thereby make an incorrect assessment. It is thus necessary to look not only at the research design 
but also at the rendering quality of the research.   

Ungsinn therefore has six levels of evidence. Level 0 indicates no effect or negative effect. Levels 
1 to 5 build on each other and include requirements for the description of the intervention, 
requirements for theoretical rationale, requirements for the number of studies, requirements 
for research design, requirements for method quality, requirements for effect, requirements 
for follow-up studies, and requirements for implementation strategy. For the lowest levels 
of evidence (1 and 2), where efficacy studies still have not been conducted, the research and 
assessment requirements are not relevant. 

LEVEL OF EVIDENCE 1: WELL DESCRIBED INTERVENTIONS

DIMENSION REQUIREMENT

Description of the intervention There is a satisfactory description of the intervention  
with objectives, target groups, intervention arenas,  
structure, and methods

Theoretical rationale The theoretical rationale for the intervention is not  
described or weakly described 

Number of effect studies Efficacy evaluations of the intervention have not  
been conducted

Research design Not relevant

Quality of research methods Not relevant

Effect for main outcomes Not relevant

Follow-up studies Not relevant

Implementation requirements Not relevant
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Level 2: Theoretically grounded interventions
In the description, the way in which the employed methods are presumed to lead to the 
objectives is presented.  It is therefore probable that the intervention is effective. The intended 
mechanisms for effects are described and grounded in generally accepted theory. 

Table 7. The requirements for interventions classified as level of evidence 2

Level 3: Interventions with some documented effect
At least one Nordic efficacy study or international systematic reviews of the intervention have 
been performed. The applicable studies have been conducted using simpler research design 
(e.g., pre-post), they have been carried out with satisfactory methodological quality and effects 
for some of the outcome measures have been found. In other words, there are indications that 
the intervention is effective but there may be uncertainty tied to the findings or to whether the 
results may be transferrable to Nordic conditions.  

Table 8. The requirements for interventions classified as level of evidence 3. 
LEVEL OF EVIDENCE 2: THEORETICALLY GROUNDED INTERVENTIONS 

DIMENSION REQUIREMENT

Description of the intervention There is a satisfactory description of the intervention 
with objectives, target groups, intervention arenas,  
structure and methods. 

Theoretical rationale The intervention has a general explanatory model for 
human behavior or function combined with refelections 
on the correlation between the intervention and  
outcomes for the target group 

Number of effect studies Efficacy evaluations of the intervention have not be 
conducted

Research design Not relevant

Quality of research methods Not relevant

Effect for main outcomes Not relevant

Follow-up studies Not relevant

Implementation requirements Not relevant

LEVEL OF EVIDENCE 3: INTERVENTIONS WITH SOME DOCUMENTED EFFECT

DIMENSION REQUIREMENT

Description of the intervention There is a satisfactory description of the intervention  
with objectives, target groups, intervention arenas,  
structure and methods.

Theoretical rationale The intervention has a well grounded theory for the  
intended effect mechanisms. The theory is directly  
related to relevant outcome variables that can be  
empirically tested.  

Number of effect studies There is one Nordic study, alternatively an international 
systematic review of the intervention’s effect or positive 
evaluation of evidence for the intervention in  
international research databases. 

Research design

The studies have been performed with pre-post -design, 
norm or reference studies. Qualitative studies, and case 
surveys and single case studies where the effect of the 
intervention is investigated, may be included.  

Quality of research methods
The study has been conducted with satisfactory  
methodological quality according to the chosen design.

Effect for main outcomes
Effects have been found for main outcome measures,  
secondary outcome measures or perceived effect has 
been reported from relevant qualitative studies. 

Follow-up studies Not relevant

Implementation requirements Not relevant
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Level 4: Interventions with satisfactory documented effect
At least one Nordic efficacy study with a good research design (RCT or quasi-experimental with 
control group) has been performed. At least one study must have satisfactory quality for most 
aspects and effects for intervention outcome measures have been found. This gives good indi -
cations that the intervention is effective, but there may be some uncertainty on whether the effects 
found through the research will be the same for the intervention when tried in normal practice. 

Table 9. The requirements for interventions classified as level of evidence 4

Level 5: Interventions with strong documented effect
There are at least two Nordic studies (alternatively one Nordic and one international systematic 
review of the intervention). The research design used is good (RCT or quasi-experimental with 
control group performed under natural conditions). The studies have been assessed to have good 
methodological quality and effects have been found for the intervention’s main outcome measures. 
The effects found through the research are evaluated as being significant and durable over time. 
The intervention has good quality assurance systems that offer strong probability that the effects 
found through research will also occur in normal practice. There is strong documentation that the 
intervention is effectively tried out in normal practice in Norway.

Table 10. The requirements for interventions classified as level of evidence 5.
LEVEL 4: INTERVENTIONS WITH SATISFACTORY DOCUMENTED EFFECT

DIMENSION REQUIREMENT

Description of the intervention There is a detailed manual or corresponding description  
of the intervention with objectives, target groups,  
intervention arenas, structure and methods. 

Theoretical rationale The intervention has a well grounded theory for the  
intended effect mechanisms. It is empirically based  
and directly related to relevant outcome variables. 

Number of effect studies There is at least one Nordic study.  

Research design RCT effect studies under ideal conditions or studies  
with a quasi-experimental design have been conducted.  

Quality of research methods At least one study with satisfactory quality of  
statistical analyses, use of measurements and  
assessment of sources of bias, fidelity and external  
validity must have been performed. Methodological  
quality should be scored at a minimum level 2 in the  
results section of the Ungsinn article. 

Effect for main outcomes Effect sizes for main outcome measures are provided  
or can be calculated. Positive effects for main or  
secondary outcome measures have been found.

Follow-up studies Not relevant

Implementation requirements Not relevant

LEVEL OF EVIDENCE 5: INTERVENTIONS WITH STRONG DOCUMENTED EFFECT

DIMENSION REQUIREMENT

Description of the  
intervention

There is a detailed manual or corresponding description of the intervention  
with objectives, target groups, intervention arenas, structure and methods. 

Theoretical  
rationale

The intervention has a well grounded theory for the intended effect mechanisms.  
It is empirically based and directed related to relevant outcome variables. 

Number of  
effect studies

There are at least two studies of which at least one is Nordic.  

With just one Nordic study there must additionally be an international systematic  
review of the intervention’s effect or a positive evaluation of the intervention’s  
evidence in an international research database.

At least one study should be performed by an independent Nordic research group  
(i.e., independent of the intervention developer or other research group that has 
evaluated the intervention).

Research design RCT effect studies (natural conditions) or good quasi-experimental studies have 
been performed under natural conditions (including longitudinal cohort studies). 

Quality of research  
methods

The studies have been conducted with good quality in relation to statistical  
analyses, use of measurements and assessment of sources of error, fidelity  
and external validity. Average method quality should be scored at minimum  
level 3 in the results section of the Ungsinn article. 

Effect for main  
outcomes

Effect sizes for main outcome measures are provided or can to be calculated. 

There are large enough effects for main outcome measures that the differences 
between the groups (cohorts) are assessed as having practical significance. 

Follow-up studies Follow-up studies of the intervention’s effect at least six months after the  
completion of the intervention show satisfying results. 

Implementation  
requirements

The intervention is ready for implementation/dissemination. There are quality  
assurance systems that foster implementation quality and make it probable  
that the results from the research will be maintained in normal practice. 
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6

Desired supplemental documentation for Level 5: Interventions with strong  
documented effect
For the best documented interventions, in addition to the requirements described above,  
it is preferable to have greater than one year’s follow-up measurements, cost-benefit analyses,  
implementation studies, meta-analyses, supplemental qualitative studies and mediator analyses. 

Special research design:
There are several possible designs for efficacy evaluation of interventions. This may include, for 
example, interrupted time series design, multiple baseline design, N = 1 design. So far at Ungsinn, 
the experience is that these designs are not used. If future searches should discover such types 
of studies, they will be judged according to evaluation of the design’s suitability to uncover the 
intervention’s effect. 
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6. Procedures at Ungsinn
6.1 The organization of the journal
The organization consists of an editorial staff, Ungsinn authors,  practice reviewers, scientific 
reviewers and an editorial board. The editorial staff consists of a chief editor, associate editors,  
a managing editor and one editorial staff member. 

The chief editor has primary responsibility for the journal’s content. This includes assuring the 
quality of the articles and contributing to the training of authors and reviewers. The associate 
editors take over this responsibility when the chief editor is away or biased. The managing editor 
has primary responsibility for the running of the website and collaborates with the chief editor 
on assuring the good quality of the articles as well. 

The managing editor and the editorial staff member make up the secretariat of the organization 
that runs the website. Ungsinn authors write up the scientific articles for the website, while the 
reviewers help in assuring the quality of the articles. The editorial board is a counseling body 
responsible for the strategies and further development of Ungsinn, and may offer advice to the 
chief editor in the event of disagreements during the classification process. 

6.2 Collection of information
The presentations and assessments of an intervention are built on both relevant scientific 
literature and the intervention’s own descriptions. 

Systematic literature searches are carried out with the goal of discovering all studies that meet the 
inclusion criteria. The searches are performed according to a specific protocol. The intervention 
owner is also invited to fill out a questionnaire with basic information on the intervention and to 
attach relevant materials (the intervention’s description, applicable manuals, materials,  
implementation strategies, etc.). 

If the intervention owner does not wish to send in materials, Ungsinn’s editorial staff may 
nonetheless decide to present an intervention based on the information that is publicly available. 
Collection of information is performed by Ungsinn’s secretariat. 

6.3 Inclusion criteria for literature.
Table 11. Overview of articles included as a basis for the systematic review

Peer-reviewed publications are preferred, but other sources may be used if they contain  
adequately detailed information such that the study may be evaluated and replicated. 

6.4 Drafting of the article 
Two Ungsinn authors are responsible for drafting of the article. They are sent the material  
from the intervention owner, the result from the literature search and author guidance  
(see Appendix A). Both the first and second authors assess which articles from the search  
results satisfy the inclusion criteria. The authors either obtain the included articles in full-text 
format themselves or ask the secretariat to assist with this. The article is written up by the  
authors according to Ungsinn’s standardized format (Table 12). The first author has primary  
responsibility for completion of the text. Both the first and second authors score the effect studies 
on their own and then come to agreement on the final rating of evidence. In the case of third or 
fourth authors, they do not need to perform the scoring themselves but must be able to vouch  
for the entire article.

TYPES OF ARTICLES INCLUSION CRITERIA

Nordic efficacy studies Nordic efficacy studies that investigate the intervention’s effect.  
This includes quantitative studies with a quasi-experimental or  
experimental research design. 
The intervention examined in the study must be the same as the  
one tested in regular practice in Norway. Correspondingly, the cultural  
and societal factors in the study must be quite similar to  
Norwegian conditions.  

International  
systematic reviews

Systematic reviews/meta-analyses, where the effect of the concrete  
intervention is assessed based on international research literature, or an 
evaluation of the intervention’s evidence in international databases. 

The intervention in the systematic reviews/meta-analyses is the same  
as the one tested in regular practice in Norway.

Other Norwegian  
evaluations

Other studies that highlight qualities of the intervention used in regular 
practice in Norway, such as:  

Qualitative studies, case studies or smaller pilot studies where the  
intervention’s effect is examined;

User satisfaction surveys;

Feasibility/Implementation studies; and 

Cost-benefit analyses.
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Table 12. Structure of Ungsinn’s articles 

6.5 Quality assurance, approval and publication of the article
The intervention owner is invited to review the Ungsinn article in order to provide comments 
and clarify any misunderstandings, but the owner cannot prevent a publication in Ungsinn. 
Thereafter, two peer reviewers with scientific competence assess the quality of the article and 
offer their advice to the chief editor. The chief editor determines which changes need to be made 
for the article to be approved. The article is edited in a process between author, peers and the 
chief editor until it is approved by the chief editor.  During this process, review by a practicing 
peer reviewer is also included. The main function is to provide feedback on whether the text is 
comprehensible from a practical perspective. Ungsinn has worked out routines for feedback from 
reviewers and editors in accordance with other scientific journals. 

6.6 Qualifications and impartiality of Ungsinn authors and reviewers
Ungsinn authors have knowledge about preventive/health-promoting operations and treatment 
in mental health work, theoretical competence that is relevant to the professional field and 
research competence. Some of the authors also have experience with implementation of 
health-promoting or preventive interventions. There are two authors for each article, at least 
one of whom has a doctoral degree. The scientific peer reviewerss have doctoral degrees. All of 
the authors and peer reviewers have additionally received training and guidance in Ungsinn’s 
methods for systematic reviews. 

For each intervention that is reviewed at Ungsinn, the chief editor invites authors with 
knowledge about the topic at hand to work with the article. The presentations and evaluations are 
independent. This means that those who are involved in assessment of an intervention (Ungsinn 
authors, the chief editor and peer reviewers) cannot have any personal interest in the inter-
vention. They cannot have been involved in the development, evaluation, or implementation of, 
nor can they have commercial interests in, the intervention. 

6.7 Updating of articles in Ungsinn
The articles are updated every third year or upon request by the intervention owner.  
The intervention owner is then invited to contribute new information and new literature 
searches are conducted. 

PARAGRAPH CONTENT

Summary In Norwegian and English

Introduction Background and needs, description of the intervention (objectives,  
target group, formation, materials, methods, theoretical grounding,  
implementation strategy and costs) and the issue addressed in the article.

Method Describe how the collection and combining of knowledge has been done  
for the intervention, including search procedures.

Results The result of literature searches is presented. Quality of the  
description, research method and quality assurance systems are  
scored and summarized.

Discussion The results are discussed according to the criteria and the issue  
addressed by the intervention’s effects.

Conclusion A total evaluation of the evidence and a final classification.
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Appendix A
Author guidance
Welcome as an Ungsinn author 
All of the articles in the journal Ungsinn are systematic reviews of individual mental health 
interventions. The research question for the reviews is as follows: Is intervention X effective 
when delivered in regular practice in Norway? This question is answered based on systematic 
collection of documentation. The conclusion is summarized in an evaluation and classification, 
whereby each intervention is classified at one of six levels of evidence according to Ungsinn’s 
criteria for classification. 

The articles in Ungsinn should follow the format described in the guidelines. The articles should 
have good quality and be reasonably similarly formulated such that it is easy to compare the 
interventions’ basis of knowledge. The classifications should be as objective as possible and the 
reasoning for the conclusion and classification should be clear. 

In addition to interpreting the knowledge basis of interventions, another goal is for Ungsinn’s 
articles to have a motivational effect in relation to further development and improved knowledge 
about the effects of interventions. It is a good idea to keep this in the back of your mind when 
setting the tone for an Ungsinn article. Shortcomings and weaknesses of the intervention/basic 
articles should be described in a neutral and businesslike manner, and positive sides of the  
intervention/basic articles should also be highlighted.   

It is advisable to use one of the published articles as a template. For example: http://www.
ungsinn.no/wp-content/uploads/Artikkel-DU-Tidsskriftmal21.pdf 

If you have any questions underway, you may contact one of us in the editorial staff.

Managing Editor 
Helene Eng
RKBU Nord
Tel.: 77 64 58 79
helene.eng@uit.no

Editorial Staff Member  
Karine Jakobsen
RKBU Nord 
Tel.: 77 64 63 96
karine.jakobsen@uit.no 

Chief Editor
Monica Martinussen
RKBU Nord
Tel.: 77 64 58 81
monica.martinussen@uit.no 

Associate Editor
Charlotte Reedtz
RKBU Nord
Tel.: 77 64 58 66
charlotte.reedtz@uit.no

Associate Editor
Kyrre Breivik
RKBU Vest, NORCE AS
Tel.: 56 10 72 18
kybr@norceresearch.no

The editorial process
1. Ungsinn’s administration conducts literature searches and invites intervention owners to 

provide information.
2. Two selected authors work out a draft article according to Ungsinn’s template and send the 

article to the editorial staff for review. 
3. The editorial staff evaluates the article and sends it to two scientific peer reviewers, a practicing 

peer reviewer and the intervention developer for review and comments.
4. The editorial staff assesses the feedback and, if necessary, asks the authors to revise the article.
5. The article is edited in a process between author/s, peer reviewers and editors until it is 

approved by the chief editor.  
6. The article is published and news reports are generated for the intervention and the  

systematic review published by Ungsinn, which are then sent out in newsletters and posted  
on our Facebook page.  

Background materials
You will be sent:  
• A literature list with the result from the systematic search; 
• Any scientific articles the intervention developer has sent in;
• Manuals and other materials; 
• A separate information form filled out by the intervention owner with particular emphasis  

on information about implementation; 
• The criteria for evaluation and classification of interventions in Ungsinn; and
• A template for the article that may be used for the writing process.

In addition, you are free to search for more information on the intervention by, for example, 
directly contacting intervention owners or researchers or conducting alternative searches 
(remember to note this in the methods section) for relevant background material. When you 
have selected the articles you would like to read in full text, the Ungsinn secretariat can assist you 
in collecting them.

Authorship and collaboration among the authors 
The article is written up by two or more authors, one of whom has a doctoral degree. The colla b-
oration occurs in the same way as with other scientific articles, where it is natural that the one who 
has penned the most is designated as first author. All of the authors, however, must stand behind 
the content of the article in its entirety. The first and second authors should each independently 
perform the selection of literature, scoring and classification before reaching a mutual conclusion. 
In the case of a third author, he/she may ascribe to the conclusions of the first two authors.   

For updating of articles, the original authors are generally asked first. If they are not available or 
do not wish to be involved in an update, this task will be assigned to other authors. New authors 
have the opportunity to re-use text from previous articles.  

First and second authors of an article should primarily have completed Ungsinn’s training. 
Authors who have written older versions of descriptions for Ungsinn may join as third author 
without having gone through the training. 

In the beginning, it is advisable to plan out the written work and divide up tasks. Following is an 
outline of the writing process that may be used for planning:  
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1. Both authors delve into the intervention. 
2. Both go through the literature sent and select which studies should be included and which 

should be excluded. The reasons for exclusion are noted. 
3. Both authors discuss the literature selections and come to agreement on the final literature list.
4. One of the authors may write the introduction, somewhat independent on the other work.
5. Both authors score the quality of research methods independently of each other and then 

meet to come to a mutual decision.
6. Writing of the results section can probably be divided, if the authors would like. It is most 

natural for the scoring of the description and implementation to be done by the person who 
writes the introduction, whereas the paragraphs on quality of research methods and effect 
sizes may be handled by the author most suited to the subject.  

7. The discussion and conclusion are written based on the results section and the authors decide 
whether the paragraph should be written together or if one person should write up a draft.

Format of language and style
The article should be sent in MS-Word format and the reference list should follow the APA 
standard. The language should be as simple as possible, and the text of the article should be 
thoroughly reviewed, with references included, before being sent to the editorial staff. Ungsinn’s 
secretariat handles the formatting of font and tables prior to publishing.

Review of literature
Both authors review the literature list that is sent and determine which studies will be included. 
There are three different categories of studies to look for: Nordic efficacy studies, international 
systematic reviews and other Norwegian evaluations. See details for inclusion of literature in 
paragraph 6.3 Ungsinn’s criteria. It is advisable to make an overview of the process of literature 
selection underway, since this information will be included in the article (see also article template). 

Get an overview of the following:
• How many hits from the literature search
• How many articles provided by the intervention owner
• If applicable, how many articles from your own search
• In total, how many articles are reviewed

Exclusion
• How many excluded due to duplication
• How many excluded because they do not pertain to the intervention
• How many excluded because they are not Nordic efficacy studies, systematic reviews or 

evidence evaluations
• How many excluded due to low quality, for example, student work 

How many articles did the review end up with
• How many Nordic efficacy studies (with how many articles)
• How many other Norwegian studies on the intervention
• How many international systematic reviews/databases 
 
Structure of the article 
The article is structured with five main paragraphs and a summary (see overview in Table 1). 
Some of the main paragraphs should have permanent sub-paragraphs.  

Table 1. Overview of the paragraphs in an article

Introduction
The introduction should give information on the background of the intervention in addition 
to describing the intervention and providing the issue addressed in the Ungsinn article. The 
subtitles provided are used, but there is also opportunity to add more subtitles if they are relevant 
to the specific intervention. It is importat that the intervention be well described. Use the inter-
vention’s own materials to find information. Sometimes the objectives for the intervention are 
formulated differently in different sections of the description. It is nonetheless important to find 

PARAGRAPH CONTENT SUBTITLES/COMMENTS

Summary In Norwegian and English Introduction
Methods
Results
Discussion

Introduction Background and needs, description of  
the intervention and the issue addressed  
in the article.

Background
Description and materials
Objectives and target groups
Execution and methods  
The theoretical basis for the  
intervention
Implementation strategies, quality  
assurance and costs
Issue addressed in the article  
(Standardized formulation)

Methods Describe how the collection and compilation  
of knowledge has been done for the actual  
intervention including search procedures.

Standardized formulation

Results The result of the literature search is presented. 
Quality of description, research methods and 
quality assurance systems are scored and  
summarized.

Results from literature search
Review of description
Nordic efficacy studies
Quality of research methods
Effekts
International systematic reviews 
Other Norwegian evaluations
Implementation quality
See chapter 4 in Ungsinn’s criteria.

Discussion The results are discussed in accordance with  
the criteria and the issue addressed by the  
intervention’s effects.

Description 
Theoretical rationale
Number of efficacy studies
Research design
Quality of research methods
Effects
Requirements for follow-up studies
Implementation quality

See chapter 5 in Ungsinn’s criteria.

Conclusion A total evaluation of the evidence and the  
final classification.

See chapter 5 in Ungsinn’s criteria.
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out what the expressed objective is. This is the basis for classification, whereby it is evaluated 
whether the objectives of the intervention have been achieved. Under Execution and Methods, 
the practical delivery of the intervention is described, in addition to how it is organized is 
(e.g., group or individual, parent training), which service providers may offer the intervention, 
duration and scope, whether each session has a specified structure, principles or the like, topical 
structure and content. The concrete methods used to produce the intended changes may be 
described in more detail (e.g., psychoeducation, modeling, homework, exercises, video, roleplay, 
etc.). Under Implementation strategies, quality assurance and costs, the strategies the inter-
vention owner has for ensuring best possible implementation quality are described, along with 
service provider costs for implementing the intervention. Use information collected from the 
intervention owner. 

Results section
In the Results section, the results from scorings, literature selection and effects found are 
described. Try to write succinctly, but with enough information to justify the scorings. As a rule 
of thumb, try not to use more than one page per study to substantiate the quality of research 
methods. Try to justify the scorings of research quality methods with both positive and negative 
elements that are relevant. 

We prefer the effect sizes to be presented in a table, where effects for various relevant outcome 
measures are provided (e.g., behavioral disorders); i.e., that the effect sizes within an outcome 
measure are summarized rather than providing the results instrument by instrument. When an 
outcome measure is determined using several instruments, and perhaps several informants, the 
interval may be provided; e.g., d = 0,2 - 0,5. If there are large differences or things that require 
further explanation that do not occur in this type of reporting, they are cited with text. The table 
below will have to be somewhat adapted to each article. The table should reflect which sizes are 
significant or not and which type of effect size is presented. Otherwise, see Appendix B for more 
information on calculation of effect sizes in multi-level analyses. 

Table 2 Format for the table to report effect sizes 

EFFECT EFFECT SIZE  
(POST-TEST)

EFFECT SIZE 
(FOLLOW-UP 1)

EFFECT SIZE 
(FOLLOW-UP 2)

Outcome 
measure 1

Study 1
Study 2
Study 3 

Study 1
Study 2
Study 3

Study 1
Study 2
Study 3

Outcome 
measure 2

Study 1
Study 2
Study 3

Study 1
Study 2
Study 3

Study 1
Study 2
Study 3

Etc….  

 
Note. The type of effect size and information on how significant effects in the table are, for 
example, may be provided here. 

Discussion section
The Discussion text should be a justification of the classification and should repeat, to the 
smallest possible degree, text from the Description or Results section. The results are discussed in 
accordance with the criteria and the issue addressed in the article. In the Discussion section, the 
results are discussed in relation to each one of the dimensions that are emphasized in the classi-
fication: description, theoretical rationale, number of efficacy studies, research design, quality 
of research methods, effect sizes, duration of effect and implementation quality. Where there 
are results from efficacy studies the authors should discuss whether the effects correspond with 
the intervention’s expressed objectives. It is preferable to discuss how great the practical signifi-
cance of the effects is in relation to, for example, the type of intervention, the problem area, other 
available interventions, etc. The discussion section may also include a section on strengths and 
weaknesses of the systematic review (the article in Ungsinn).  

Conclusion
In the Conclusion, you should make a total assessment of the various elements that form the 
basis for the classification. The intervention will probably be evaluated differently in the various 
categories. Substantiate how you weigh some things more heavily than others based on the 
research question. At level 2, theoretical rationale is likely the most important category, while at 
levels 3, 4 and 5, a total evaluation of quality of the study, effect sizes and relevance weighs most 
heavily. With several studies that may possibly have inconsistent findings, these must be assessed 
in relation to each other. With varying results, the study/studies with the best method quality 
should be emphasized. It is also possible to conclude that the effect is quite uncertain due to 
conflicting results from equally valuable studies. End with the classification of the intervention.
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Appendix B
Calculation of effect sizes in multi-level analyses (linear mixed models)
Senior lecturer Bjørn Helge Handegård, Regional Centre for Child and Youth Mental Health 
(RKBU-Nord), UiT - the Arctic University of Norway

If treatment effects in a study have been estimated with the help of multi-level/linear mixed 
models analysis (LMM-analysis), and one wishes to calculate an effect size that expresses the 
standardized difference in change between two groups, from before to after treatment, this 
should be based as much as possible on model-based estimates.

A model-based estimate can be, for example, the regression coefficient tied to the treatment  
effect (the coefficient that belongs to the time*group interaction in the LMM analysis). If  
b = unstandardized regression coefficient for the treatment effect, the  standardized effect size 
can be calculated as dm=     (Feingold, 2013). Here, the SD = the standard deviation of the variable 
that is studied (see below when it comes to selection of standard deviation). The m that indexes d 
is read as «model-based», since this effect size is based on a model-based coefficient. 

When it comes to selection of SD, SD should be an estimate for the «natural» variation in the 
variable that is studied in the analyses. This is often the pooled within group variation at baseline 
(before the intervention).  

To achieve a variation measurement that expresses natural variation, it is very often helpful to 
base the SD-estimate on baseline data. By using data from prior to the treatment, one ensures 
that the variation is not influenced by the intervention. Use of raw data for the calculation of SD 
is best. Sometimes authors provide model-based estimates for standard error (SE) tied to the 
EMM table. One can estimate SD on the basis of such standard errors (SD =        , where n is the 
sample size); however, in such a case, these are based on data at all of the measurement occasions 
(not just baseline). Pooling of the variation for the control and intervention groups ensures that 
the estimate for SD is based on the most possible observations and is, thereby, a more precise 
estimate than if, for example, only data from the control group is used.  

Often, b is not directly given. Sometimes, however, the author has provided model-based mean 
values (estimated marginal means, EMM), which may be used to calculate b. If mig represents 
EMM at time i, i = 1,2, for group g = t, c, then b is calculated as:  b = m1t– m2t– (m1c– m2c).  
Here, t stands for «treatment» and c for «control».

When model-based estimates are not available, and one only has access to mean values for the 
different groups at each measurement occasion, based on raw data, a traditional calculation of 
Cohen’s d or Hedges’ g could deviate from the statistical effect in the actual analysis. This means 
that there is no guarantee that d and g, when calculated in the traditional way through raw data, 
will reflect the effect size that is to be evaluated in the statistical test. 

In many cases, the statistical effect is provided via a t-test. The t-value in the t-test is «model-
based», and there are conversion formulas that make it possible for d to be calculated based on t, 
but when there are two or more repeated measurements, such a conversion should not be made. 
The reason for this is that the d that is then calculated will be based on the standard deviation 
of the difference score (diff = pre – post). Since the standard deviation of the difference score 
(SDdiff) depends on the correlation between pre- and post-measurement, SDdiff will not represent 
the natural variation in the variable being studied, so this is not recommended (Feingold, 2013; 
Morris, 2002).

SE
n√

b
SD
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